Getting to the Hongō Campus

- Hongō-sanchôme Station (Subway Marunouchi Line) 8 minutes’ walk.
- Hongō-sanchôme Station (Subway Oedo Line) 8 minutes’ walk.
- Yushima Station or Nezu Station (Subway Chiyoda Line) 8 minutes’ walk.
- Todaimae Station (Subway Namboku Line) 1 minute’s walk.
- Kasuga Station (Subway Mita Line) 10 minutes’ walk.
- Ochanomizu Station (JR Chuo Line, JR Sobu Line) 5 minutes’ walk.

- Subway Marunouchi Line (for Nihonbashi) - get off at Hongō-sanchôme Station.
- Subway Chiyoda Line - get off at Yushima Station or Nezu Station.
- Toei Bus #512 for Kamagome Station South Exit or #53 for Akasaka-daike-nishi - get off at Todai-Kikumon-mae, Todai-Seimun-mae, Todai-Nobukusa-mae stops.
- Toei Bus #507 for the University of Tokyo - get off at Tatsumakomae, Todai-Byobunmae, Todai-Kanai stops.
- Ueno Station (JR Yamanote Line, other lines) - Toei Bus #507 for Otsuka Station or #509 for Chibaichi-shibashi - get off at Yushima-chohme, Hongō-sanchôme Eki-mae stops.